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57) w ABSTRACT 

A runaway guard device for skis comprising at least 
one detachable holding means designed to be fixed to 
the ski near the toe of the boot as well as to the front 
of the boot. The guard device includes an elastic cou 
pling means which is resistant to tensile stress and per 
manent deformation; but which also has portions that, 
while less resistant to distortion and bending, are more 
resistant to pressure and buckling. 

20 Claims, 91 Drawing Figures 
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3,884,488 

RUNAWAY GUARD DEVICE FOR SKIS 

The present invention concerns a runaway guard de 
vice for skis which comprises at least one detachable 
holding means and which is designed to be fixed to the 
ski near the toe of the boot as well as to the front of the 
boot itself, the arrangement being such that the con 
nection can be severed at the coupling piece when the 
ski is taken off. 
More particularly, the present invention concerns au 

tomatic runaway guard devices. 
There are known types of runaway guard devices, but 

for various reasons they have failed to become estab 
lished, presenting serious drawbacks as will now be ex 
plained. 

In a known version of runaway guard, the heel of the 
skiing boot is held fast by a band, for which a roll-up 
means is provided. The system is mechanically com 
plex, involves a complicated coupling arrangement and 
is bulky, expensive and trouble-prone. Moreover, the 
system is difficult to install beside the heel holder be 
cause, owing to the width of the heel holder, there is 
not sufficient space on the ski for the runaway guard 
system, so that the part of the coupling means fitted to 
the boot itself projects beyond the plan of the boot and 
thus involves the risk of injury. 
When this known runaway guard is used in 'climb 

er's bindings,' the boot has to be lifted against the roll 
up means, which is therefore subject to heavy wear. 
Nor is the known coupling connection reliable in ac 

tion. In certain cases of stress, it will invariably open 
and thus defeat its own purpose, which is to keep the 
ski in contact with the boot even after the binding has 
unlocked. Again, the known arrangement of the cou 
pling means at the heel of the boot makes it more diffi 
cult for the skier to verify whether the coupling has in 
fact engaged. In particular, when the skier is wearing 
skiing pants of the plus-fours or deep-snow type, which 
overhang the boot top, he cannot easily see whether the 
coupling is really locked and the ski will be retained in 
a fall. 
When the runaway guard is arranged near the heel of 

the boot, the coupling connection has to take up the 
greatest mass forces arising when the boot separates 
from the ski, because the heel moves approximately 
vertically upwards when the automatic heel system 
trips. This necessitates a very sturdy and therefore 
heavy construction and may even rip the anchoring 
screws out of the ski. 

In the known roll-up means, the spring has to take up 
the tripping jerk without any damping and therefore 
tends to break very soon, like an overwound watch 
spring. 
Another known runaway guard system for skis pres 

ents a spring which is made in accordion folds, S 
shaped bends or telescoping for the purpose of taking 
up the long distance which the heel travels in the case 
of frontal tripping. Practice has shown, however, that 
the mass forces arising here are again so great that the 
material of the runaway guard system tends to break or, 
where a steel-armoured guard cable is used, the Screw 
fastenings on the boot or the ski get ripped out. 
Runaway guard systems comprising a guard cable or 

including plastic material of limited elasticity are dan 
gerous when installed at the heel, because, at the full 
stretch of the plastic material, the full impact of the fall 
is transmitted to the ski, which is therefore catapulted 

2 
against the skier's body and may cause serious injury. 
Moreover, the known runaway guard systems - not 

only the automatic versions described above - are 
awkward for the skier to engage when putting on his 

5 skis on sloping ground. 
The object of the runaway guard system for skis 

claimed hereunder is to avoid all the aforesaid draw 
backs according to the present state of the art. It is 
characterized in that it comprises a connecting means 
which is resistant to tensile stress and permanent defor 
mation, but which is elastic, including portions which, 
while being less resistant to distortion and bending, are 
more resistant to pressure and buckling. 
The present invention is now to be described by way 

of example with reference to the appended drawings, 
in which: 
FIGS. 1-12 show the engaging element of the guard 

in engagement with the coupling piece in several ver 
sions; 
FIGS. 13-15 show several versions of the guard; 
FIG. 16 shows the guard and the boot before the en 

gaging element engages the coupling piece; 
FIGS. 17 and 18 each show a boot locked in the bind 

ing, with the guard in its operative position (engaged); 
FIG. 19 shows the use of the guard according to FIG. 

18 for lashing the skis together; 
FIGS. 20-23 show various methods of fixing the cou 

pling piece to the boot; 
FIGS. 24-30 show diagrammatic side views of guard 

systems wherein the guard is fixed to the binding and/or 
the ski, while the coupling piece is fixed to the boot; 
FIGS. 31-34 show corresponding diagrammatic side 

views wherein the arrangement is reversed, i.e. the cou 
pling piece is attached to the binding or the ski itself, 
while the guard is attached to the boot; 
FIGS. 35-37 show the coupling piece fixed to the 

boot direct; 
FIGS. 38 and 39 show the coupling piece fixed to the 

bracket carrying the locking lever of the buckle; 
FIGS. 40-44, show the coupling piece fixed to the 

bracket carrying the buckle shackle; 
FIG. 45 shows the coupling piece fixed to the buckle 

shackle itself, 
FIGS. 46–51 show in three associated diagrams of 

two sections each a special version of a coupling piece 
and the associated engaging element of the guard; 
FIGS. 52 and 53 show two versions of a U-shaped 

guard; 
FIG. 54 shows in perspective a single-piece guard 

with rows of holes in the baseplate for easy length ad 
justment; 

FIG. 55 shows in perspective a two-piece guard 
whose two pieces are connected by bolts or the like; 
FIG. 56 shows in perspective a guard with a stirrup 

shaped front; 
FIG. 57 shows a side view of a guard with a specially 

designed hook and four possible cross-sections of the 
connecting means between baseplate and hook; 
FIG. 58 shows a top view of the guard according to 

FIG. 57; 
FIG. 59 shows the hook of the guard according to 

FIGS. 57 and 58 in side view; 
FIG. 60 shows a top view of the hook according to 

FIG. 59; 
FIG. 61 shows the hook according to FIGS. 59 and 

60 as viewed by the skier, 
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FIG. 62 shows a section through the hook along the 
line IX-IX in FIG. 60; 
FIG. 63 shows a section through the hook according 

to FIG. 59 along line X-X in FIG. 61; 
FIG. 64 shows a section through the hook along line 

XI-XI in FIG. 59, with a lug; 
FIG. 64a shows the lug according to FIG. 64 in per 

spective; 
FIGS. 65 and 66 show part of a connecting means 

with design rupture points, before and after rupture; 
FIG. 67 shows another version of a hook in engage 

ment with a lug, partly in section; 
FIG. 68 shows the version according to FIG. 67 in the 

state of overload, with the hook designed as a safety el 
ement; 
FIG. 69 shows a side view of a guard, indicating the 

pattern of forces acting upon it under stress; 
FIG. 70 shows a side view of another version of hook; 
FIG. 71 shows a top view of the hook according to 

FIG. 70; 
FIG. 72 shows the hook according to FIGS. 70 and 

71 in engagement with a lug; 
FIG. 73 shows a section through the hook and the lug 

along line XX-XX in FIG.72; 
FIG. 74 shows a perspective exploded view of a two 

piece lug; 
FIG. 75 shows a lug in a single-piece version in the 

arrangement according to FIG. 74; 
FIG. 76 shows a top view of the front of a boot, with 

a lug fitted thereon; 
FIG. 77 shows a two-piece interlocking and self 

locking guard forming a design rupture or emergency 
trip point, 
FIG. 78 shows a section through the interlocking 

zone of the connecting means of the guard according 
to FIG. 77 in longitudinal section, in the normal posi 
tion; 
FIG. 79 shows an arrangement analogous to that in 

FIG. 78, but with the connecting means under overload 
and the design rupture point tripping; 
FIG. 80 shows a perspective view of another version 

of guard, with a ball joint connection in the subdivided 
connecting means and a swivel connection between 
connecting means and hook and/or movable connec 
tion between anchoring and part of the connecting 
means, 
FIG. 81 shows a side view of another version of hook, 

with holder cut away, in the holding position; 
FIG. 82 shows a top view of the hook according to 

FIG. 81, without holder; 
FIG. 83 shows the hook according to FIG. 81, in the 

separating position; 
FIG. 84 shows a section through the hook without 

holder, along line IV-IV in FIG. 81; 
FIG. 85 shows a perspective view of a lug being fitted 

to a buckle boot; 
FIG. 86 shows a boot with the lug fitted; 
FIG. 87 shows another version of a lug support, for 

fitting to a buckle boot; 
FIG. 88 shows a diagram of the combination of a 

guard with a ski brake, in the position ready for down 
hill travel; 
FIG. 89 shows the position of boot and guard system, 

shortly after a fall, with the ski brake operative; 
FIG. 90 shows a top view of the arrangement accord 

ing to FIG. 88; 
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4 
FIG.91 shows a top view of the arrangement accord 

ing to FIG. 89. 
FIG. 1 shows a section through a coupling piece 1, 

with the engaging element 2 of the guard 3 in engage 
ment with the said coupling piece. The engaging ele 
ment 2 is fork-shaped. The coupling piece 1 presents 
the shape of a sleeve whose upper wall is inclined to 
wards the lower wall. To engage the guard 3, its engag 
ing element 2 is inserted in the direction of the arrow 
4 between the conically convergent upper and lower 
walls of the coupling piece 1. As a result, the two 
prongs 5 and 6 of the fork-shaped engaging element 2 
are pressed against each other. As soon as the nose 7 
of the prong 5 has passed through the sleeve 1 in the 
direction of the arrow 4, the prong 5 springs upwards, 
as shown in FIG. 1. The engaging element 2 will then 
remain engaged with the coupling piece until the upper 
prong 5 of the engaging element 2 is depressed (broken 
line), as by means of the skiing stick tip 8, so that the 
nose 7 disengages the edge 9 of the coupling piece 1. 
Then the engaging element 2 can be pushed or pulled 
out of the coupling piece against the arrow 4. The cou 
pling piece consists preferably of a metal sleeve suit 
ably fixed to the boot. The guard 3 or its engaging ele 
ment 2 consists of a plastic material such as cellamide 
which has an inherent resilience. Instead, it is possible 
to use other suitable materials such as metal or metal 
with plastic jacketing. 
FIG. 2 shows a similar arrangement. In this case, the 

guard 3 is blade-shaped and again presents a nose 7 en 
gaging the sleeve-shaped coupling piece 1. For disen 
gaging, the engaging element can again be depressed 
against its own resilience (broken line). 
FIGS. 3 and 4 show yet another version, with FIG. 4 

showing a top view, FIG. 3 a section through the con 
struction. In this case, the engaging element 2 of the 
guard 3 is slotted (slots 9, 10), and the middle portion 
11 again presents a nose 7 engaging the web 12 of the 
sleeve-shaped coupling piece 1. For disengaging, the 
middle portion 11 can be pushed between the side ele 
ments 13 and 14 of the open sleeve 1. 
FIGS. 5 and 6 show yet another version for the en 

gagement between the engaging element 2 of the guard 
3 and the sleeve-shaped coupling piece 1. The guard 3 
with its engaging element 2 is again of a single piece, 
wherein the engaging element 2, presenting a nose 7, 
is recurved towards the guard 3. The disengaged posi 
tion is indicated by a broken line, as in the other fig 
leS. 

The FIGS. 1 to 6 do not indicate the method of fixing 
the coupling piece 1 to the boot, not shown. Such fixing 
is preferably effected by rivets or brackets, as will be 
explained later. A good expedient is to attach the cou 
pling piece 1 to the boot in swivel fashion. 
FIGS. 7 and 8 show another version in side view and 

in top view. In FIG. 8, various pivoting positions of the 
guard 3 are indicated by broken lines; in FIG. 7, the dis 
engaged position of the engaging element 2 is indicated 
by a broken line. Similarly as in FIGS. 5 and 6, the en 
gaging element 2 is recurved towards the guard 3 and 
made of a single piece with the latter. The U-shaped 
coupling piece 1 is provided on its upper side (facing 
away from the boot) with a central circular aperture 15 
into which the boss 16 of the engaging element 2 enters 
for the engaged position. As a result, the guard 3 is ca 
pable of swivelling relative to the coupling piece 1, and 
vice versa. 
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FIG. 9 shows a section which basically corresponds 
to FIG. 5. In this case, the compression of the engaging 
element 2 for disengaging is effected forward of the 
coupling piece, as viewed from the guard 3, so that the 
guard can be slipped out of the coupling piece by 
means of the skiing stick. 
The versions according to FIGS. 1 to 9 so far de 

scribed relate to guards or engaging elements having an 
inherent resilience. 
FIGS. 10 to 12 instead show an engaging system com 

prising separate components. 
Thus, FIG. 10 shows a sleeve-shaped coupling piece 

1, with the guard 3 shown in the engaged position. The 
engaging element 2 of the guard is a sprung flap held 
by two fishplates in a manner permitting it to hinge 
about the pin 17 on the guard3. The spring is indicated 
by reference 18. 
FIG. 11 shows another engaging arrangement in sec 

tion. The coupling piece is U-shaped or mouth 
shaped, similarly as in FIGS. 7 and 8, and presents a 
hook 19 which pivots on the pin 20 and which by its 
nose 21 engages a corresponding recess 22 of the guard 
3. The hook is sprung. 
FIG. 12 shows a basically plate-shaped coupling 

piece 1 presenting a dog-shaped or pin-shaped projec 
tion 23 which, with the guard 3 in the engaged position, 
engages a corresponding recess 24 of the guard 3. En 
gaging is again effected by a sprung hook 25 which piv 
ots on the pin 26 and which by its nose 27 engages the 
guard 3. To engage the guard 3, it is sufficient to de 
press the guard 3, as with the hand or the skiing stick. 
The FIGS. 10 to 12 thus show separate engaging 

components, movably joined either to the guard 3 or to 
the coupling piece 1. Those components are sprung. 
FIG. 13 shows a guard 3 having a hook-shaped en 

gaging element 2 and fixed to a ski 28. The guard is 
substantially U-shaped, with its one limb 29 arranged 
above the toe block 30, while its other limb 31 is 
clamped between the toe block 30 and the ski 28 owing 
to the toe block being fixed to the ski. The end of the 
lower limb 31 is T-shaped, so that the crossbar 32 of 
the T can serve as a sliding plate for the toe Zone of the 
boot sole. This is especially expedient where the guard 
3 is made of plastic. It is thus possible merely by slack 
ening and retightening the toe block 30 to shift the 
guard 3 lengthwise and crosswise to adjust it to the par 
ticular boot. 
FIGS. 14 and 15 show multi-piece guards 3. In FIG. 

14, a sleeve 33 contains a resilient pulling element 34 
whose end bears the engaging element 2. Similarly as 
in FIG. 10, the engaging element 2 has the form of a 
sprung flap. The resilient pulling element is always pre 
tensioned. The sleeve 33 serves concurrently as a pro 
tection for the pulling element 34 and as a shaping 
means for the guard 3. The sleeve 33 is movable with 
respect to the ski and is held by the pre-tension of the 
pulling element 34. 
FIG. 15 shows a similar arrangement. The sleeve 33 

in this case consists of individual sections which fit onto 
or into each other and which are again positionally sta 
bilized by the pre-tension of the pulling element 34. 
The guard in this case is characterized by exceptional 
flexibility. FIG. 16 shows the version according to FIG. 
13, but with a boot 35 placed on the ski 28, with the 
heel binding omitted. The boot carries a sleeve-shaped 
coupling piece 1 approximately like that in FIGS. 5 and 
6. 
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Thus, when the skier moves the boot 35 forward to 

wards the toe block 30 in order to step into it, the en 
gaging element 2 of the guard enters the sleeve-shaped 
coupling piece 1 and engages it. 
FIGS. 17 and 18 show a boot 35 in the lodged posi 

tion (toe block 30, heel block 36), with the guard 3 en 
gaging the coupling piece 1 arranged on the boot. In 
FIG. 17, as in FIGS. 13 and 16, the guard 3 is U-shaped 
and held under the toe block 30. In FIG. 18, the guard 
3 is fixed to the baseplate 37 of the toe block in a man 
ner permitting it to swivel sideways thereon about the 
pin 38. Arranged in the swivel zone of the two limbs of 
the U-shaped guard 3 is a knob 39, whose purpose is 
indicated in FIG. 19. 
FIG. 19 shows how the guard system according to 

FIG. 18, i.e. the guards 3, can be used to lash the skis 
28 together. With the undersides of the skis 28 laid face 
to face, the guards 3 can be swung about the pin 38 
through about 90 degrees to the long axis of the skis. 
The knobs 39 (hardware) are sleeve-shaped, similarly 
as the coupling pieces 1 arranged on the boots 35, so 
that the engaging element 2 of each guard 3 can engage 
the corresponding knob 39 of the other guard 3. 
The construction of engaging element 2 and coupling 

piece 1 may be seen from FIG. 16, for instance. Disen 
gaging is effected in a manner analogous to that de 
scribed for FIG. 5, for instance. 
FIGS. 20 to 23 show methods of fixing the coupling 

piece 1 to the boot 35. The boot in this case is of the 
snap-buckle type. In FIG. 20, the coupling piece 1 is 
fixed by a rivet 40 to the flap 42 carrying the buckle 
shackles 41 of the boot 35. In FIG. 21, the coupling 
piece 1 is riveted or bolted at point 44 direct to the cap 
of the boot. 
The coupling piece 1 in the version according to FIG. 

22 is fixed to the flap 42, preferably by riveting or bolt 
ing, together with the shackle bracket of the buckle. 
The fixing method according to FIG. 21 or 22 is advis 
able when the boot 35 is provided by its maker with a 
coupling piece 1 or with means for fixing such coupling 
pieces. 
The version shown in FIG. 23 presents a U-shaped 

double clamp 45 consisting of two substantially like 
parts, one of these being slipped on to the boot below 
the flap 42 near a shackle bracket of the buckle, the 
other being arranged above the said flap 42. The upper 
part carries the coupling piece 1, either in rigid or mov 
able connection, and is bolted or riveted to the lower 
part at point 46 and is thus permanently connected to 
the boot 35. The fixing method according to FIGS. 20 
and 23 is advisable when the boot is not provided with 
a coupling piece 1 by its maker. 

In the case of ski boots made of plastic, a device for 
fixing the coupling piece can be moulded into the boot 
in a simple manner. Thus, for instance, the boot can be 
provided with a recess, which may have the form of a 
threaded piece, for instance, permitting the coupling 
piece 1 to be screwed straight into the boot. It is also 
possible to incorporate a metal threaded bush into the 
plastic of the boot by moulding. Another possibility 
consists in incorporating a spike, preferably of metal 
and projecting beyond the boot, into the boot by 
moulding. The spike is preferably proVéled with 
threading. Instead, it is possible to fix the coupling 
piece 1 without threading, as by some lock, resembling 
a bayonet catch, for instance. The present Vention is 
not limited to the versions described. Thus, the guards 
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3 may also run along one of the sides of the boot. How 
ever, a U-shaped version of the guard, such as that in 
FIGS. 13 and 16 to 18, presents the advantage of easy 
inspection and of automatically stepping into the guard 
while stepping into the building, without requiring the 
skier's special attention. 
FIG. 24 shows a toe block 50 which is fixed to the ski 

48 and which is designed as a "safety trip binding' of 
known type, i.e. which releases the boot 55 sideways 
and performs a swivel and/or translation movement 
with respect to the ski 48 when the boot 55 is wrenched 
sideways in its toe zone as in the case of twisting falls. 
FIG. 24 shows the lodged position of the boot. A guard 
3, substantially U-shaped, is fixed by one 51 of its limbs 
to the ski forward of the baseplate of the toe block. The 
other limb 49 extends above the toe block 50 towards 
the boot 55 and is provided at its end with an engaging 
element 2 having the form of a lug, which is shown en 
gaging a coupling piece 1 fixed to the front zone of the 
boot 55. The coupling piece 1 presents an angle profile 
which is open and has approximately the form of a trap 
ezoid which lacks a side edge and which is fixed by its 
base edge to the boot 55. The open side of the profile 
faces away from the toe block 50. The upper limb 68, 
which is parallel to the limb 67 by which the piece is 
fixed to the boot 55, is recurved at its free end towards 
the lower limb 67, thus forming a portion 69 which is 
substantially parallel to the side 70 of the profile. The 
clearance between the recurved portion 69 of the 
upper limb 68 and the lower limb 67 is covered by a 
plate spring 71 which is V-shaped and which rests with 
one of its limbs against the lower limb 67, where it is 
also fixed. The other limb of the plate spring 71 extends 
at approximately right angles to the recurved portion 
69 of the upper limb 68 of the coupling piece 1 and can 
be resiliently bent back towards the lower limb 67. 
When the skier steps into the binding, for which he, 
with the arrangement shown in FIG. 24, need not assist 
the engaging of the guard with his hands, the coupling 
piece 1 engages the lug 2 of the guard 3 in such a man 
ner that the free end of the lug 2 comes to lie in the 
angle formed by the rising portion of the plate spring 
71 and the recurved portion 69 of the upper limb 68 of 
the coupling piece. This can practically be achieved 
concurrently with the stepping into the binding, and 
when the boot heel is pushed down on to the ski 48, the 
lug-shaped engaging element 2 of the guard 3 is pulled 
into the engaged position shown in FIG. 24, either au 
tomatically or by a separate pulling movement of the 
foot. For disengaging, it is merely necessary to depress 
the lug-shaped engaging element towards the boot 55, 
until the free end of the lug 2 can slip out of the cou 
pling piece under the recurved portion 69. 
FIG. 25 shows a version basically corresponding to 

that in FIG. 24, in which the guard 3 is arranged on the 
ski 48, while the coupling piece 1 is arranged on the 
boot 55. In this case, the guard 3 consists of two parts 
72, 73 which are displaceable relatively to each other 
and which slide one on to the other and which partly 
surround each other at 74, 75, so that they can only 
slide in the longitudinal direction. The part 73 of the 
guard 3 is fixed to the ski 48 by an angle bracket 96, 
while the part 72 is provided at its free end with a re 
cess, not shown, which forms an engaging element for 
engagement with the coupling piece 1. The coupling 
piece 1 in this case presents a U-section which is fixed 
by one of its limbs to the boot 55 and whose opening 
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faces the toe of the boot. For engaging, the arrange 
ment includes a sprung lever 19 which is pivoted by the 
pin 20 to the coupling piece 1 and which has a projec 
tion or nose, not shown, which, after engagement, en 
gages the recess of the free end of the part 72 of the 
guard 3. For disengaging, it is merely necessary to press 
the end of the lever 19 against the action of a spring, 
not shown, towards the boot 55, so that the nose of the 
lever 19 disengages the recess of the part 72 of the 
guard 3. For engaging, it is merely necessary to push 
the free end of the part 72 of the guard 3 into the open 
ing of the coupling piece 1, until the nose of the lever 
19, dislodged from the said opening, springs back into 
the recess of the free end of the part 72. 

FIG. 26 shows an arrangement according to FIGS. 24 
and 25. The coupling piece 1 has the form of a sleeve 
of square cross-section, whose lower wall is fixed to the 
boot 55 and whose upper wall is so inclined towards the 
lower wall as to form an opening tapering towards the 
boot heel. The guard 3 is a blade-shaped resilient com 
ponent which is recurved at the end facing the boot 55, 
i.e. at the engaging element 2. The guard 3 is slidably 
and preferably brakably arranged in a block 77, for 
which purpose the end of the guard 3 opposite the en 
gaging element 2 is provided with a stop 78, while there 
is another stop 79 approximately in the middle of the 
guard 3, the said two stops limiting the displacement 
range of the guard 3 in the block 77. The block 77 is 
swivel-mounted on a pin 80 on the toe block 50. In a 
fall, the arrangement of the guard 3 in the block 77 
causes a damping and compensating displacement. For 
engagement between coupling piece. 1 and guard 3, the 
recurved engaging element 2 of the guard 3 is slipped 
into the tapering opening of the coupling piece 1, until 
a nose 7 arranged on the engaging element passes the 
rear edge 9 of the upper wall of the coupling piece. As 
the guard 3 consists of a resilient material, such as 
metal or plastic, the engaging element 2, which when 
being inserted into the coupling piece, was depressed 
by the tapering upper and lower walls towards the non 
recurved portion of the guard 3, springs back, and the 
nose 7 comes to lie behind the edge 9 of the coupling 
piece 1, thus preventing the guard 3 from being pulled 
out of the coupling piece 1. For disengaging, it is suffi 
cient to press the recurved free end 81 of the guard 3 
projecting from the coupling piece 1 towards the boot 
55 until the nose 7 can slip back under the edge 9 of 
the coupling piece 7. 
FIG. 27 shows an arrangement in which the coupling 

piece 1 fixed to the boot 55 again presents a U-section 
with a slot-shaped aperture opening towards the toe 
block 50, as described for FIG.25 above. For engaging, 
the arrangement again includes a sprung lever 19 which 
is pivoted on the pin 20 and whose nose 21 engages a 
corresponding recess of the guard 3 at the engaging ele 
ment 2. The toe block 50 is provided with a guide 82 
for the guard 3. The guard 3 is held in the guide 82 by 
spring action and can be pulled out of the guide a cer 
tain distance in opposition to the said spring; when re 
lieved, it returns to its home position. The guard 3 in 
this case may be an entirely shape-stable resilient com 
ponent, made of metal or plastic, for instance. Instead, 
only the portion of the guard which projects beyond the 
guide 82 even in its home position may be made shape 
stable, while the rest may be a flexible band, cable or 
chain. Or, again, the portion of the guard 3 projecting 
beyond the guide 82 in the home position of the guard 
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may consist of a single-piece or multi-piece sleeve in 
which a pull band is resiliently arranged, the pre 
tension of the said pull band fixing the sleeve in posi 
tion in the home position. 
FIG. 28 shows a guard 3 which is partly arranged in 

side the toe block 50 or available as a special accessory 
for the purpose. The guard 3 comprises a portion 83 
which in the rest position is located outside the toe 
block 50 or outside a case attached thereto and whose 
free end presents the engaging element 2. At the other 
end, the portion 83 continues in a band or cable 84 
which is resiliently wound onto a roller 85 inside the 
toe block 50 or inside the said case. According to FIG. 
28, the portion 83 is of a single piece or a single-piece 
or multi-piece sleeve in which is arranged a band whose 
pre-tension tends to retain the portion 83 in the rest po 
sition of the guard. The band or cable 84 may also be 
of a single piece or a multi-piece band, and may be 
made of steel, some other metal or plastic or consist of 
webbing or wire cabing, and provision may be made 
for damping, such as frictional or magnetic damping, 
for braking the band. The engaging element of the 
guard 3 has the form of a sprung flap which pivots on 
the pin 17 and which interacts with a coupling piece 1 
arranged on the boot 55, as described for FIG. 26, en 
gagement being effected by a nose 12 of the engaging 
element 2 moving behind the edge 9 of the coupling 
piece 1. For disengaging, the free end 81 of the engag 
ing element is depressed towards the boot 55. 
FIG. 29 shows an arrangement in which the guard is 

a strap whose free end presents an engaging element 2 
in the form of a snap hook which is attachable to the 
coupling piece 1 arranged on the boot 55. The other 
end of the strap or band 3 is looped through a metal 
angle 86 and riveted. The angle 86 is clamped between 
the baseplate of the toe block 50 and the ski 48 and, 
after slackening of the screws fixing the toe block, is 
displaceable in the long direction of the ski, for which 
purpose the angle 86 is provided with longitudinal slots. 
The guard can thus be very easily adjusted in length. 
Compared with guard straps which are secured by a 

loop around the shin or the boot top, this arrangement 
presents the advantage of single-handed manipulation. 
FIG. 30 shows an arrangement similar to that in FIG. 

29, comprising a conventional non-shape-stable strap 
as the guard 3, which presents a snap hook as the en 
gaging element 2 and which is thereby attached to the 
coupling piece 1 arranged on the front of the boot 55. 
The other end of the guard strap is in this case attached 
not to the toe block 50, but to the heel block 107. 
FIG. 31 shows a version of a guard system for skis in 

which the guard 3 is attached to the boot 55, while the 
coupling piece 1 is arranged on the toe block 50. Swiv 
el-mounted on a pin 80 on the boot 55 is a block 77 in 
which the guard 3 is slidably arranged. As described for 
FIG. 26, the guard is a single-piece resilient component 
having stops 78 and 79 which limit its displacement in 
the block 77. The free end of the guard again presents 
an engaging element 2 in the form of a recess which, 
after engagement, is engaged by a nose 21 of a sprung 
lever 19 pivoted on a pin 20. The arrangement of the 
coupling piece 1 attached to the toe block 50 and pro 
vided with the lever 19 corresponds approximately to 
the arrangement of the coupling pieces shown in FIGS. 
25 and 27. 
FIG. 32 shows a version of a guard system for skis in 

which the guard 3 is resiliently supported in a recess 87 
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extending in the boot in the long direction thereof. The 
guard 3 can be pulled out of the sole of the boot 55 a 
certain distance in opposition to a spring, not shown, 
and in the rest position automatically returns into the 
home position, where the engaging element 2 of the 
guard 3 projects beyond the boot sole in the toe zone. 
The toe block 50 presents a slot-shaped recess 88 into 
which the engaging element 2 of the guard is inserted 
when the skier steps into the toe block, and into which 
a locking pin 89 resiliently enters, the said pin being ar 
ranged at the end of a tripping lever 90 having the form 
of a slide. The coupling piece 1 thus forms part of the 
toe block. Disengaging between toe block and guard is 
effected by depressing the tripping lever 90 against the 
action of the spring 91, while engaging is automatically 
effected by the skier stepping into the binding. FIG. 33 
shows the guard according to FIG, 32 in interaction 
with the toe block 50, permitting the skier to step out 
of the binding by tilting the toe block. For this purpose, 
the toe block 50 is supported by a plate 92 so as to tilt 
about the pin 93, as shown in FIG. 34. The plate 92 
presents a hook 94 which interacts with a locking lever 
96 pivoted on a pin 95. When the free end of the lock 
ing lever 96 is depressed towards the ski 48, the toe 
block 50 tilts forwards under the action of a spring, not 
shown, so that the boot 55 is released. When the skier 
steps into the toe block, the front edge of the boot sole 
treads on a spur 97 of the toe block, as is known from 
the so-called automatic heel blocks, so that the system 
is locked simply by the weight applied, and the sprung 
locking lever 96 engages the hook 94. The toe block 
shown offers a safety trip action in twisting falls in that 
the plate 92 is swivel-mounted on a baseplate 98 which 
is rigidly fixed to the ski 48, with an adjustable ball de 
tent 99 interposed between plates 92 and 98. 
As in FIG. 32, the toe block 50 presents a recess 88 

for receiving the engaging element 2 of the guard 3, 
and, similarly again, a locking pin 89 enters from below 
into the said recess 88 and into the corresponding re 
cess of the engaging element 2 of the guard 3. In this 
case, the locking pin is rigidly connected to the plate 92 
or made integral therewith. 
Thus, in the event of safety tripping action of the toe 

block 50 in a twisting fall, the engagement between 
guard 3 and toe block remains preserved. 
FIG. 34 shows the toe block 50 according to FIG. 33 

in the tilted position, i.e. in the so-called step-in posi 
tion of the binding. When the skier steps into the bind 
ing, the engaging element 2 of the guard 3 automati 
cally engages the toe block 50 by the recess 88 and the 
locking pin 89, which, as explained above, perform the 
function of a separate coupling piece. When the bind 
ing opens, the guard 3 is automatically released. 
FIG. 34 shows the front portion of a boot with fitted 

coupling piece , which is inserted into the bootcap di 
rect or incorporated in the boot itself by moulding. 
The corresponding FIG. 36 shows the fixing of the 

coupling piece 1 by means of a rivet or screw 100. This 
method permits the coupling piece 1 to be swivel 
mounted on the boot 55 if necessary, and the rivet an 
choring or the threaded bush can be incorporated in 
the boot by moulding. 
FIG. 37, like FIGS. 35 and 36, shows a perspective 

view of the front portion of a boot, with the boot buck 
les omitted for clarity. As is known, in such a boot the 
buckle shackles are fixed to the cover flap of the boot, 
and for reasons of elasticity the cover flap extends be 
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tween every two brackets carrying the buckle shackles 
and thus forms a short slot. FIG. 37 shows how the cou 
pling piece 1 can be fixed in the slot (i.e. in one of the 
slots), shown in an exploded diagram. A lower plate 
103 presents threading and teeth projecting towards 
the underside of the cover flap. There is also an upper 
plate 104 which is provided with teeth and which can 
be screwed to the lower plate 103, and a limb of the 
upper plate 104 projects approximately vertically from 
the boot and presents an aperture which can be en 
gaged by the engaging element 2 of the guard 3. The 
coupling piece 1 is thus formed by the plates 103 and 
104, which can be screwed to the cover flap of the boot 
by the screw 100. As may be seen (broken line), the 
screw 100 is located in the slot of the cover flap of the 
boot 55, and the teeth of the upper plate 104 and the 
lower plate 103 press into the cover flap and thus hold 
the coupling piece 1 together on the cover flap. 
FIG.38 shows a coupling piece 1 which is rigidly con 

nected to the bracket carrying the locking lever of a 
buckle for use with buckle-type boots. FIG. 38 shows 
how a guard 3 presenting an engaging element 2 can be 
inserted into the coupling piece 1 in the arrow direction 
(as described in greater detail for FIG. 26), in which 
case the nose 10 comes to rest against the edge 9 of the 
coupling piece 1 under the inherent resilience of the 
engaging element 2. 
FIG. 39 shows another version of a bracket carrying 

the locking lever 101 of a buckle with fitted coupling 
piece l. 

FIG. 40 shows the arrangement of a coupling piece 
1 as part of the bracket carrying the buckle shackle 61. 
Here, the coupling piece 1 is of a piece with the said 
bracket, formed by bending, and presents an aperture 
15 of circular shape. When the engaging element 2 of 
the guard 3 is inserted in the arrow direction, the inher 
ent resilience of the engaging element causes a boss 16 
fixed thereto to engage the aperture 15 of the coupling 
piece 1. This action results in engagement between the 
coupling piece 1 (and, accordingly, the boot 55) and 
the guard 3 (and, accordingly, the toe block 50 or the 
ski 48), there being scope for relative swivelling be 
tween guard 3 and coupling piece 1. 
FIG. 41 shows a similar version, in which engagement 

of the engaging element 2 with the coupling piece 1 is 
effected in that the hook-shaped projection 21 of the 
tripping lever pivoted on the pin 20 enters into the ap 
erture 22 of the engaging element 2. Similar arrange 
ments were described with reference to FIGS. 25, 27 
and 31. 

In FIG. 42, the coupling piece 1 is again a bent metal 
component, riveted at point 60 to the bracket carrying 
the buckle shackle 61. The engaging element 2 of the 
guard 3 is designed as was described for FIGS. 26 and 
38, but is swivel-mounted on the guard 3 by means of 
the pin 102. 
FIG. 43 shows the possibility of using a conventional 

non-shape-stable guard strap 3 presenting an engaging 
element 2 in the form of a snap hook, in conjunction 
with a bracket provided with a coupling piece accord 
ing to FIG. 42, as described for FIGS. 29 and 30. The 
guard strap here can be manipulated with a single hand 
without trouble. 
FIG. 44 again shows a bracket which carries the 

buckle shackle 61 and to which a coupling piece 1 is 
riveted at point 60. The coupling piece is the same as 
described for FIG. 24, as is also the lug-shaped engag 
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ing element 2 of the guard 3. FIG. 44 illustrated the ac 
tion of the components shown. 

FIG. 45 shows the arrangement of the coupling piece 
1 as a U-shaped bent metal component on the buckle 
shackle 61. The guard 3 in this case is again a strap, the 
engaging element 2 a snap hook. 
FIGS. 46 to 51 show three positions of a special ver 

sion of coupling piece and engaging element in two as 
sociated views each. The engaging element 2 of the 
guard 3 is as described for FIG. 26 and illustrated in 
FIGS. 38, 40 and 42. The coupling piece 1 is approxi 
mately L-shaped and comprises a baseplate 104 for fix 
ing to the boot and a limb which is perpendicular 
thereto and has an approximately rectangular opening 
for insertion of the engaging element 2. The noses 105 
extend into the said opening at opposite points. FIGS. 
46 and 47 show the coupling piece 1 and the engaging 
element 2 in the engaged position. Owing to the inher 
ent resilience of the engaging element, the nose 7 of the 
latter is pressed upwards behind the edge 9 of the cou 
pling piece and prevents the guard 3 from being pulled 
out of the coupling piece 1. FIGS. 48 and 49 show the 
nose 7 passing through the opening in the coupling 
piece when the engaging element is inserted into the 
coupling piece. When the engaging element 2 is in 
serted a little further still, the nose 7 springs upwards 
into the position shown in FIG. 46, coming to lie behind 
the edge 9 of the coupling piece 1. FIGS. 50 and 51 
show how engaging element 2 and coupling piece 1 can 
be disengaged by depressing the engaging element 2 by 
means of the tip of the skiing stick 106. When the en 
gaging element 2 is depressed against its inherent resil 
ience towards the baseplate 104 of the coupling piece, 
the portion of the engaging element corresponding to 
the noses 105 of the coupling piece 1 undergoes elastic 
deformation until it is pushed downwards past the 
noses 105. The noses 105 then prevent the engaging el 
ement from springing back into the position shown in 
FIG. 46, i.e. the engagement between coupling piece 
and engaging element is not restored when the tip of 
the skiing stick is removed. It is then possible to with 
draw the engaging element 2 from the coupling piece 
1 without having to keep pressing the engaging element 
down. The noses 105 slide over the engaging element 
2 along the path 109 (broken line), until the nose 7 of 
the engaging element has passed under the vertical 
limb of the coupling piece 1. 
FIG. 52 shows a guard 3 which is U-shaped similarly 

as in FIG. 24 and which presents an engaging element 
according to FIGS. 26, 38, 42 and 46 to 51. The guard 
consists of shape-stable elastic material, preferably 
plastic. FIG. 52 shows the guard 3 yielding sideways 
(broken line), as in a fall. When the external force act 
ing on the guard 3 ceases, the guard springs back into 
its initial position. FIG. 52 shows the guard 3 springing 
in a plane parallel to the ski, not shown. It may be seen 
that the guard 3 also springs in the plane perpendicular 
thereto. 
FIG. 53 shows another version of the U-shaped guard 

according to FIGS. 24 and 52. In addition to the previ 
ously described elastic deformation possible, this ver 
sion provides for elastic lengthening of the guard in the 
direction of the arrow 110 (broken lines). For this pur 
pose, the guard 3 is provided on its upper and lower 
sides with a row of approximately V-shaped grooves 
108, the upper row of grooves being displaced with re 
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spect to the lower one. When the pull ceases, the guard 
3 springs back into its initial position. 
The embodiments of the runaway guard system 

shown in the drawings provide an automatic, reliable 
and easily verifiable system guarding against unwanted 
loss of contact with the skis in a fall. Some of the em 
bodiments clearly disclose that it is not in all cases nec 
essary to provide for automatic engagement between 
guard and coupling piece; instead, it is also possible to 
use conventional strap-type guards, which, in conjunc 
tion with the coupling pieces claimed hereunder, still 
present the advantage of single-handed manipulation. 
In particular, the coupling pieces in the form of bent 
metal, wire or diecast components according to FIGS. 
38 to 45 present the advantage that they can be fitted 
to a boot at any time. 
An arrangement of coupling pieces according to 

FIGS. 35 and 36, for instance, will be preferable for 
plastic boots. In this case, a device for fixing the cou 
pling piece can be incorporated in the boot in a simple 
manner by moulding. Components provided with 
threading can be thus incorporated, or the threading 
itself can be formed directly in the boot. Further possi 
bilities here include cast projections and fastenings 
comprising a bayonet catch. 
The single-piece guard 220 shown in perspective in 

FIG. 54 presents a baseplate 222 with a central longitu 
dinal slot 223 and transverse slots 224 arranged on 
both sides thereof. These slots permit an exact fit to be 
made between boot, guard and ski, so that the guard, 
with the pre-tension set, can slip into the corresponding 
lug on the boot practically without any jamming. The 
baseplate 222 continues in a bent portion 226, whose 
approximate bending axis 227 is also indicated, into a 
connecting portion 228 whose free end carries a hook 
229. Preferably before stepping into the binding, the 
skier moves the hook 229 towards the lug (not shown) 
fixed to the boot, so that, after stepping in, the free limb 
of the hook 229 takes up its normal position according 
to FIG. 54 and thus engages the lug. The loose connec 
tion between ski and skier is thus ensured by the guard. 
This presents the advantage that the ski can no longer 
run away, as when the skier puts it on on sloping 
ground. Also, the connection can be made by hand if 
preferred. 
An extension of the baseplate 222 to a point under 

the boot sole permits the baseplate to serve concur 
rently as a slide plate. It can also serve as the support 
of a slide plate attached to the toe block of many bind 
ing types. 
The guard shown in FIG. 55 presents a subdivided 

connecting element 231. The front of the element 231 
presents adjustment holes 232, while the rear is rigidly 
connected to the front by screws 234 or the like. The 
screw connections 234 may concurrently be designed 
as a design rupture point. This construction permits the 
guard to be easily adjusted to ski and boot or a lug at 
tached to the latter. 
FIG. 56 shows another version of a guard which, in 

stead of having a baseplate, presents a stirrup-shaped 
component 236, with a connecting element 237 leading 
to the hook 229. 
This version has the advantage of a very small System 

length. In the lodged position, i.e. when the hook is in 
engagement with the lug, and with the guard under nor 
mal load, i.e. except in emergencies when the design 
rupture point is to break, the three versions according 
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to FIGS. 54, 55 and 56 can only be detached from the 
lug and, accordingly, from the boot by depressing the 
free limb of the hook 229. A twisting force arising in 
the long axis of the ski or the connecting element under 
normal load conditions can therefore not twist the 
hook out of the lug, in contrast with several known 
types of guard. 
The guard shown in FIGS. 57 and 58 presents a base 

plate 240 which continues in a bent portion into a con 
necting portion 241 whose free end is provided with a 
fastening head 242 with a hook 243. The hook 243 
comprises a hook band 244 whose bending points 245 
and 246 permit a corresponding movement of the hook 
243 in the fastening head 242. The hook band 244 fur 
ther presents a pyramidal recess 247 serving as a grip, 
which permits the skier to sever the connection be 
tween guard and boot or lug by means of the tip of the 
skiing stick. FIG. 57 shows four preferred cross 
sections of the connecting element 241, along line A-B, 
viz. a hollow square cross-section 249, a T-shaped 
cross-section 250, a U-shaped cross-section 251, and 
an H-shaped cross-section 252. 
FIGS. 59 to 64 show the fastening head 242 of the 

guard in greater detail. They show the components 
shown in FIGS. 57 and 58, in particular the hook band 
244 with the bending points 245 and 246 and the grip 
ping recess 247. Also shown is the hook 243 with the 
nose 254, which, with the guard lodged, rests against 
the lug (not shown) and ensures the connection be 
tween guard and boot or lug. FIG. 60 shows the band 
shaped version of the hook band 244 of the same width, 
with the gripping recess 247 continuing in the rest of 
the fastening head in such a manner that the portion of 
the recess 247 located in the hook band 244 can be 
reached conveniently by the skier, without taking aim. 
The appropriately inclined portions of the fastening 
head 242 guide the tip of the skiing stick towards the 
lowest point of the recess 247. 
FIGS. 62 and 63 show the design of the fastening 

head 242 with the exact bending points 245 and 246 of 
the hook band 244, while FIG. 64 shows the cross 
section through the fastening head 242 at the portion 
which is surrounded by the lug when the guard is 
lodged. In this version, the portion of the fastening 
head 242 which carries the hook band 244, taken in 
conjunction with the latter except the core portion, 
forms a practically full circular cross-section without 
any projecting parts, permitting the fastening head 242 
together with the connecting element 241 to turn freely 
in the opening 256 of the lug 255. This version ensures 
that in the event of a fall the guard does not needlessly 
transmit twisting forces to the skier's foot and thus pre 
vents torsional stress on the guard band. The plate 296 
serves for height adjustment as required. 
FIGS. 65 and 66 show part of a connecting element 

257 of a guard which presents widened portions 258 
near a design rupture point in the form of a web 259. 
The widened portions 258 prevent any stressing of the 
web 259 in flexure, so that the web 259 is only sub 
jected to tensile stress. It serves to prevent injury to the 
skier in the event of the ski getting hitched on roots, 
tree stumps, etc. 
The versions according to FIGS. 67 and 68 show an 

emergency trip action of a design rupture point, where 
on overload the hook 229 can detach itself from a lug 
261 by stretching or unrolling of one of its limbs. Such 
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an emergency trip should occur when a pull of 30 to 
about 100 kilos is exerted on the hook 229. 

In the guard shown in FIG. 69, the main bending 
zones may be seen, namely, the bending Zone A after 
front tripping of the safety binding, the torsion Zone B 
in the case of the skier rolling over, the bending zone 
C for a twisting trip, and the bending zone D in the case 
of the guard engaging or disengaging. 
FIGS. 70 to 73 give an enlarged view of the hook 229 

of the guards 1 to 3. The hook comprises a stop 264 for 
the lug 261, an adjacent saddle 265 which, with the lug 
261 lodged, determines the cross-section of the lug 
(FIG. 73), so that in the lodged position according to 
FIG. 72 the hook 229 cannot be twisted out of the lug 
261 by turning in the latter, unless the free limb of the 
hook 229 is pressed against the other in order to release 
the hook intentionally from the lug 261. The hook 229 
is further provided with a stop 266 which comes to lie 
in the lug 261, and with a detent surface 267 designed 
for contact with the lug 261. The hook 229 presents a 
round front 268, facilitating insertion of the hook 229 
into the lug 261. The free limb of the hook 229 presents 
a certain pre-tension with respect to the lug 261, so that 
when the hook is inserted and pushed through the lug 
261, the said free limb is pushed against the fixed limb 
of the hook 229. After passing through the lug 261, the 
limb returns to its normal pre-tensioned position ac 
cording to FIG. 72. The stop 264 prevents the guard 
from slipping back through the said lug, while the sad 
dle 265 prevents the hook from twisting out of the lug, 
as mentioned. The stop 266 prevents any shifting of the 
hook 229, so that the lug 261 remains detained be 
tween the two limbs of the hook 229. 
The two-piece lug 270 shown in FIG. 74 comprises 

a baseplate 271 and a counter-plate 274. The latter 
presents teeth 273 and openings with bosses 274. The 
teeth 273 ensure better anchoring in the boot, while the 
bosses 274 ensure a sufficient length of the threaded 
holes in the counter-plate. The two screws shown per 
mit the lug to be fixed to the boot. 
FIG. 75 shows a lug 276 made from section tubing. 

It is cut straight from the tubing and screwed to the 
boot with a baseplate 277. 
FIG. 76 shows how the lug 261 is preferably fixed to 

the boot between the first and second instep buckle 
zones 280. In most types of skiing boot, only one hole 
is needed in the boot for fixing, because a screw con 
nection with the counter-plate can be made through 
the slot between the buckle zones. 
FIGS. 77 to 79 show an emergency trip point which 

does not involve any damage to the guard. The con 
necting element 282 is again a two-piece component, 
one piece presenting a tongue 283, the other piece 
presenting a corresponding slip-in blade 285 with an 
opening 284. The two pieces are made to interlock in 
that the tongue 283 engages the opening 284 in the 
manner shown in FIG. 78. When the guard is subjected 
to tensile stress, the tongue 283 deflects, as shown in 
FIG. 79, until it disengages the opening 284, so that the 
connecting element 282 comes apart at the separating 
point. The emergency trip action has thus occurred. 
Subsequently, the pieces are fitted together again, in 
terlocking automatically. 
FIG. 80 shows another version of a guard, with a con 

necting element 290 subdivided by a ball joint 291. The 
part of the connecting element facing the hook has the 
form of a blade 292 which is connected to the hook by 
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a swivel joint 293. The hook presents a pivoted nose 
294 for engaging the lug (not shown). These joints per 
mit the guard to adapt itself to its various positions, and 
the ball joint 291 as well as the swivel joint 293 may be 
made as design separation points. The ball joint 291 
permits the hook part to turn with respect to the part 
of the guard connected to the ski, in particular in the 
long axis of the guard, so that, even when the guard is 
subjected to torsion, the hook remains in its original 
position most convenient for the skier, so that the lat 
ter, in the event of the guard having twisted in a fall, is 
not compelled to turn the hook into a position operable 
by him in order to detach the guard from the lug. 
The guards so far described are suitable for produc 

tion by injection moulding and may be made of thermo 
plastics, such as polyamide, polyacetate, polyethylene 
terephthalate and possibly soft PVC. These thermo 
plastics can be reinforced by glassfibre, ensuring better 
tearing resistance and excellent elasticity. 

It is also possible to reinforce the appropriate parts 
with spring steel wire for better shape stability and elas 
ticity of the guards. The constructions shown are 
formed and designed on considerations of strength, so 
that the guard when deformed returns to its original 
normal position. The guard can be sharply bent without 
great effort, so that its connection does not affect the 
tripping of the binding. Yet the guard can also be 
stressed in torsion, the construction being such that 
even with the ski twisted the connection between guard 
and lug presents no problem to the fallen skier. The 
high breaking strength and the non-splintering property 
rule out any injury to the skier by the guard. Where the 
guard is provided with one or several joints or pivots, 
the connecting elements and hooks can be partly or 
wholly made of metal as desired, and the joints, hinges, 
etc., can be held in their (step-in) normal position by 
springs 300, dogs or detents 299. 
FIGS. 81 to 84 show another version of a connecting 

element 305 with a fastening head 307, a hook band 
308 and a nose 309. Provision of a hollow space 316 
forms two bending points 311 and 312. Here again, 
there is a pyramidal recess 314 for inserting the tip of 
a skiing stick 318 (FIG. 83) to open the fastening. The 
connecting element 305 presents a cross-section which 
practically fills out the opening of a holder or lug 320, 
so that the element 305 can easily turn about its long 
axis in the holder 320. To detach the connecting ele 
ment 305 from the boot (not shown), the skier de 
presses the fastening head 307 by means of the stick tip 
318, as shown in FIG. 83. 
FIG. 85 shows a boot portion 331 with shackles 332. 

A clip 334 with the limbs 336 and 337 clamped on to 
the boot flap in the manner shown, so that the limb 336 
with resilient tongues is free at the top. The figures fur 
ther show a lug 341 with an opening 342 for inserting 
a guard (not shown). The lug 341 is fixed to a boot 347 
(FIG. 86) by a strap 345 and is clamped on the limb 
336 against the lateral pressure of the resilient tongues 
339. It is in the position for receiving the guard. The 
strap 345 may be made of leather, plastic or fabric. The 
fixing of the lug 341 to the clip 334 need only be strong 
enough to prevent the lug 341 from being dislodged 
from the anchoring by engaging pressure or the disen 
gaging of the aforesaid elastic plastic component. 

In a fall, the lug 341 is dislodged from the resilient 
tongues 339 and then hangs by the strap 345 wound 
around the top of the boot 347. In skiing, the connec 
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tion between ski and boot consists of the clip 334, the 
lug 341 and the strap 345. 
The version according to FIGS. 85 and 86 is designed 

for simple fixing to the boot, requiring no drilling or 
punching of the boot, and permits the lug to turn freely 
about the boot in a fall. It has the great safety advan 
tage that after a fall the guard can no longer transmit 
any twisting force to the foot. 
FIG. 87 shows a slightly different version which, in 

stead of the clip 334, presents a plate 349 connected to 
a shackle 350. The plate 349 is fixed to the boot direct, 
as by riveting. It also carries resilient tongues for hold 
ing the lug 341. - . 
FIG. 88 shows part of a ski 353 with a boot 354 to 

which a lug 356 is fixed. A guard 358 is lodged in the 
lug 356 by the hook 360, while the other end 362 of the 
guard 358 is connected to a ski brake 364. This ski 
brake comprises a guiding case 366 which is attached 
to the top of the ski 353, from which projects a clip 
367, facing the toe of the boot. The guiding case 366 
presents a guide groove 368 in which a rod 370 is axi 
ally slidable. The rod presents a guide pin 371 which 
engages the guide groove 368. A compression spring 
373 tends to shift the rod 370 in the guide case 366. At 
tached to the rod 370 is a braking claw 375 as shown 
in FIGS. 90 and 91. 
When, in a fall, the boot 354 is released by the safety 

binding, the guard 358 with its end 362 is withdrawn 
from the ski brake 364, so that the guide pin 371 is 
cleared and the compression spring 373 moves the rod 
370 from the position shown in FIG. 90 into that shown 
in FIG. 91. In this, the brake claw 375, following the 
shape of the guide groove 368, Swings downwards and 
thus acts as a ski brake. The ski is thus prevented from 
running on. 
As the guard system is made elastic, deformable and 

shape-stable, meaning that the guard system returns to 
its rest position after every stressing, the skier slipping 
the boot into the binding causes automatic engagement 
between coupling piece and engaging element, if these 
are suitably arranged. Of course, it is still possible by 
deliberately moving the engaging element out of its rest 
position to step into the binding without causing such 
engagement, so that the guard system need not neces 
sarily become operative together with the binding. 

Likewise, it is possible to disengage the guard, i.e. de 
liberately sever the engagement made between engag 
ing element and coupling piece at step-in or otherwise. 
This may be advantageous to the skier traversing an av 
alanche slope, for instance. In other words, it is possible 
to make the guard operative or inoperative with respect 
to the boot independently of stepping into, or out of, 
the binding. 
Also, the elastic, deformable, yet self-restoring prop 

erty of the guard permits the skier to couple the guard 
to the boot, as after a fall in deep snow, without having 
to bring the ski into a position permitting him to step 
into the binding. He can do this simply by twisting the 
guard by hand and coupling the engaging element to 
the coupling piece on the boot. 
Owing to the coupling piece being arranged on the 

front of the boot, the skier can see at a glance whether 
the boot is coupled to the guard, even if he is wearing 
pants of the deep-snow type. The coupling piece itself 
is small and does not project beyond the edge of the 
boot, so that it neither presents any risk of injury nor 
impairs the appearance of the boot. 

5 

8 
What is claimed is: 
1. A runaway guard device for skis having a releas 

able binding for a ski boot including a toe binding and 
heel clamp means, said guard device comprising at 
least one detachable rigid holding means including a 
relatively broad base plate for attachment to the ski ad 
jacent the toe binding, a thin upwardly directed arcuate 
portion, and a rearwardly directed upper portion hav 
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ing a thickness greater than that of said arcuate por 
tion, said rearwardly directed upper portion being of 
substantially less width than said base portion and 
being intended to overlie the toe binding and including 
an engaging element for engagement with a coupling 
piece mounted on the toe of the boot, the arrangement 
being such that the connection at the coupling piece is 
designed to come apart when the ski is taken off, said 
guard device being inherently flexible and including 
portions which may deform elastically, said guard being 
further characterized by resistance to tensile stress and 
permanent deformation and also being capable of mov 
ing about an imaginery transverse axis in the zone of 
attachment to the ski owing to its having the form of a 
band presenting substantially lower resistance in re 
spect to a transverse axis than in respect of the other 
two axes perpendicular to said transverse axis. 

2. A guard device as set forth in claim 1, character 
ized in that it is produced from a reinforced thermo 
plastic material. 

3. A guard device as set forth in claim 1, character 
ized in that it includes reinforcement selected from the 
class consisting of glass fibre and spring wire. 

4. A guard device as set forth in claim 1 where the 
free extremity of said rearwardly directed upper por 
tion presents a barb designed to be forced in a direction 
toward said base plate and subsequently snaps into en 
gagement when inserted into said coupling piece. 

5. A guard device as set forth in claim 1 character 
ized in that it consists of a single piece. 

6. A guard device as set forth in claim 1 where the 
coupling piece is attached to a buckle part of a buckle 
type boot by a two-piece clamp. 

7. A guard device as set forth in claim 1 character 
ized in that in a buckle-type boot the buckle mount is 
provided with means for attachment thereto of said 
coupling piece. 

8. A guard device as set forth in claim 1 character 
ized in that the coupling piece is swivel-mounted on the 
boot. 

9. A guard device as set forth in claim character 
ized in that the guard is adjustable and comprises two 
elements which surround each other and which are se 
lectively movable toward and from each other. 

10. A guard device as set forth in claim 1 character 
ized in that the base plate includes a plurality of slots 
to permit selective longitudinal adjustment with respect 
to the ski. 

11. A guard device as set forth in claim 1 where said 
rearwardly directed upper portion terminates at its free 
extremity in an engaging element in the form of a hook. 

12. A guard device as set forth in claim 11 where the 
rearwardly directed upper portion includes a design 
rupture point immediately adjacent the hook. 

13. A guard device as set forth in claim 1 where the 
rearwardly directed upper portion includes a design 
rupture point. 
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14. A guard device as set forth in claim 13 character 
ized in that said design rupture point is in the form of 
a widened web portion. 

15. A guard device as set forth in claim 1 character 
ized in that it comprises at least one rotatably mounted 
apertured lug constituting the coupling piece, said en 
gaging element being a hook, and said hook when en 
gaged with said lug substantially fills the aperture 
therein, the arrangement being such that, with the 
guard device under normal load, the disengaging of the 
hook from the lug can be effected merely by compress 
ing the hook. 

16. A guard device as set forth in claim 15 character 
ized in that the cross-section of the hook and that of the 
aperture in the lug are substantially circular and permit 
of a rotary movement relative to each other. 

17. A guard device as set forth in claim 15 character 
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20 
ized in that the hook has its smallest cross-section adja 
cent the base thereof for the purpose of forming an 
emergency tripping point. 

18. A guard device as set forth in claim 15 character 
ized in that the hook includes upper and lower parts 
spaced so as to provide a transverse aperture therebe 
tween, said upper and lower parts being united at their 
extremities by points of reduced cross section. 

19. A guard device as set forth in claim 18 character 
ized in that said upper part includes a hook band and 
said points of reduced cross-section constitute design 
bending points. 
20. A guard device as set forth in claim 19 character 

ized in that at least the hook band is provided with a 
gripping recess. 
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